Similarity-balanced discriminant neighbor embedding and its application to cancer classification based on gene expression data.
The family of discriminant neighborhood embedding (DNE) methods is typical graph-based methods for dimension reduction, and has been successfully applied to face recognition. This paper proposes a new variant of DNE, called similarity-balanced discriminant neighborhood embedding (SBDNE) and applies it to cancer classification using gene expression data. By introducing a novel similarity function, SBDNE deals with two data points in the same class and the different classes with different ways. The homogeneous and heterogeneous neighbors are selected according to the new similarity function instead of the Euclidean distance. SBDNE constructs two adjacent graphs, or between-class adjacent graph and within-class adjacent graph, using the new similarity function. According to these two adjacent graphs, we can generate the local between-class scatter and the local within-class scatter, respectively. Thus, SBDNE can maximize the between-class scatter and simultaneously minimize the within-class scatter to find the optimal projection matrix. Experimental results on six microarray datasets show that SBDNE is a promising method for cancer classification.